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Current: $9.40

Offer Price Target: $12.24

Upside: 31%
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I. Winery Tour

(Overview)
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II. Company Overview

• Crimson has been conducting business since 1991. 

Prior to February 25, 2013, Crimson was a wholly-

owned subsidiary of  Leucadia following which it 

was spun off.

• Crimson is in the business of  producing and 

selling ultra-premium and luxury wines (i.e., wines 

that retail for $15 to $250).

• The Company generates revenues from sales of  

wine to wholesalers and direct to consumers, sales 

of  bulk wine and grapes, special event fees, tasting 

fees and retail sales.

• Headquartered in Napa, California and through its 

subsidiaries owns four wineries. 

Operations Share Price Performance
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II. Company Overview

• Crimson distributes through a mix of  wholesales 

and direct to consumer. 

• Wholesale: Price points of  $15-$25

Available in all states through 49 distributors and 

exported to 40 countries (only 5% of  Net Sales)

Has lower margins (48% gross)

• Direct to Consumer: Price points $15-$250

Higher margins (72% gross margin)

62% of  the direct to consumer net sales were 

through wine clubs, 24% were through the 

wineries’ tasting rooms and the balance from e-

commerce, special events and reimbursement for 

freight expense

Sales Mix

58%

33%

8%

Wholesale Direct To Consumer Other
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II. Company Overview

• Crimson controls approximately 860 acres of  
vineyards of  which only 720 acres are planted.

• Newly planted vines take approximately four to five 
years to reach maturity and vineyards can be expected 
to have a useful life of  25 years before replanting is 
necessary (yield of  about 3 ton/acre)

• During 2015 the average cost per acre placed into 
service was approximately $40,000 per acre

Grape Supply

• Crimson sources about 69% of  the total grapes 

used in producing wine from approximately 80 

independent growers

Planted Area in Wineries
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II. Company Overview

Patrick M. DeLeong, President & CEO:

• Previously SVP and CFO of  Icon 

Estates (wine division)

• Helped to lead company’s formation

• Over 15 years experience in the space

Company Management

Craig Williams, COO & Chief  Winegrower:

• Over 40 years of  experience in California wine 

growing business

• Highly awarded and recognized in winegrower 

community
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III. Investment Thesis

The Legacy

1991:Crimson Wine Group 

finishes assembling their 

portfolio of luxury wine 

brands. 

1993: Archery Summit is 

established in Oregon’s 

Willamette Valley

2002: Leucadia National 

acquires Archery Winery 

Summit and Pine Ride 

Vineyards- Establishing 

Crimson

2007: Leucadia establishes 

Crimson Wine Group as its 

luxury wine portfolio

1991 1993 2002 2007 2011 2013 2015 2016

2016: Walla Walla Valley’s 

Seven Hills Winery joins 

Crimson’s portfolio-

Expanding NW presence.
2011: Sonoma County’s historic 

Seghesio Family Vineyards 

joins Crimson’s vineyard family

2013: Crimson Vineyards 

spins off of Leucadia 

National Group-

Establishing itself as a 

separate company.

2015:Crimson opens 

The Estates Wine 

Room an urban 

tasting room in Seattle
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II. Tipsy

(Spinoff)
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II. Spinoff

• CWGL was spun off  in February from Leucadia 

National (LUK) prior to Leucadia's purchase of  

Jefferies.

• Leucadia acquired 71% through a stock-for-stock 

merger worth a~$3.6 billion

• Jefferies shareholders received 0.81 shares of  

Leucadia per share owned.

• Holders of  Leucadia's common shares received 

one share of  Crimson common stock for every 10 

Leucadia common shares held.

Why?

• Jefferies’ management deemed Crimson:

• ‘less strategically relevant’ 

• Did not believe it was worth more than its 

carrying book value.

Structure
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II. Spinoff

• To finance acquisitions and expansions, Crimson 

tapped Leucadia’s credit.

• This was effectively the company’s debt onto 

which it paid interest. 

• Leucadia is committing the ‘Amount Due’ account 

into the company’s capital balance, effectively 

cleaning up its balance sheet. 

• Leucadia committed $13m in cash to Crimson. 

• Crimson will to set up its own revolving credit 

facility

Insiders control ~25% Pre-2013

Post-2013
Ian Cumming 

LUK Chairman and CEO, 
8.7%

Bruce Berkowitz 
Manager of Fairholme Funds,

7.4%

Joseph Steinberg 
LUK President & COO, 

9.7%
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III. Yeah, I’m Different

(Investment Thesis)
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III. Investment Thesis

• Past two years have seen large insider buying by 

officers and directors – and former LUK leaders 

Joseph Steinberg and Ian Cumming

• Rule 10b5-1: transact on a pre-determined time 

and price regardless of  access to material non-

public information

• Cumming has been steadily buying since 2015, 

Steinberg since 2016

Land Asset ValueInsider Buying

• Jan 2013: sold non-strategic vineyard for $1.8 

million with a pre-tax gain of  $0.7 million. 

• May 2014: sold non-strategic unplanted land in 

WA for $3.9 million, booking a pre-tax gain of  

$1.8 million. 

• These imply ~1.75 times land asset value thank 

what book value indicates. 

• Book value reflects ~25 year old prices for two 

prime holdings in ‘planted out’ areas:

Pine Ridge Vineyards and Archery Summit Trails

“Insiders might sell their shares for any 

number of  reasons, but they buy them for 

only one: they think the price will rise.”
- Peter Lynch
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III. Investment Thesis

Wineries Span the Coast

Acquired in 2011. 170,000 cases of wine. Other 
assets being converted into incremental tasting 
and hospitality areas.

Started in 1993. 15000 cases of wine. 
Have tasting and hospitality wings.

Acquired in 2008. 200,000 cases capacity.

Acquired in 1991. 80,000 cases. Incremental 
capacity options are under consideration

Opened Estates Wine Room in 2015. Acquired 
Seven Hills for $7.9M and wines added to market 
offering in March 2016

Acquired land in 2005 and 2006. 
Grapes were used for the Double Canyon brand. 
Conducted by 3rd party crusher
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III. Investment Thesis

Prime Land Holdings

• The Napa Valley, known for cabernet, is 

effectively planted out. No more acreage 

exists of  any size. 

• Wine companies with growth plans in 

Napa are desperately seeking land and/or 

vineyards to acquire, but absent adequate 

cabernet acreage many are looking toward 

Sonoma County.

• Added buying pressure and favorable 

growth in Sonoma’s Pinot Noir market 

has supported land prices in neighboring 

regions, as well. 
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III. Investment Thesis

Premium Wines Dominate Market Growth

18%

28%

13%

41%

Target Assets For Acquiring Wine

Hospitality Facility Winery/Production Facility

Brand Vineyard
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III. Investment Thesis

Great Acquisition/LBO Target

• Strong Balance Sheet

– $8.4m in Cash and $25m in available for sale investments, and just $15m in debt

• Specializes in higher end wine market

– This market shows the most growth prospects as the lower end wine business has been commoditized 

and is unprofitable. Crimson would be a great addition to any large wine or spirit conglomerate looking 

to expand their portfolio in the higher end market. There is little to no suitable land available for sale in 

the Napa valley anymore, so the only way of  doing this will be to acquire a company. 

– Insider activity points at possibility of  a deal being made in the near future

• Crimson owns valuable land and inventory. However, it is not run as efficiently as it could be. An acquirer 

could easily restructure the business to take better advantage of  this valuable land, by reducing net working 

capital requirements and SG&A

• High inventory suggests more aged wines will be sold in the future, pointing at gross margin improvements
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III. Investment Thesis

Risks

• Poor agricultural conditions in California

– While the company had to increase its expenditures slightly, the drought has not had a significant impact 

on the company in the past and we do not see it being a large issue in the future. 

• Large Insider Ownership

– The decisions made by the company can be completely swayed by Joseph Steinberg,  Ian Cumming, and 

Bruce Berkowitz. Ian Cumming’s son is also the chairman, so these few individuals also control the 

management of  the company. There is a risk that these individuals make a bad decision, and no one has 

the power to oppose it.

• Large changes in grape prices

– The company purchases grapes and juices to support about 60% of  their production. Much of  the 

grapes are purchased under futures contracts (less than 1yr) so this poses a small risk to the company’s 

margins.

• Decline in disposable income

– As a seller of  relatively expensive wines, it will be one of  the first companies to be hit by a recession or 

reduction in consumer spending as it is a luxury good
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IV. CashMeOusside…

(Valuation)
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IV. Valuation

Leveraged Buyout

NAV

Current Target Stock Price $9.46
P/TBV 1.20x

NAV 539,706

Adj. P/TBV 0.42x

Assumed Exit Multiple 0.85x
Enterprise Value 19.05$    

Upside/Downside 101%

LBO

Offer Premium $0.25
Equity Injected as % of Total 25%

Interest Cost (LIBOR +) 5.25%

Cost Savings p.a 5.00$     

Assumed Exit Multiple 7.00x
Assumed Exit Year FY21

Money on Money Multiple 3.13x

IRR 26%

DCF

PV/TV 37%
0%

Growth Rate 2%
Discount rate 10.00%

5590.83x
Implied Share Price 12.24$    

Implied Upside 31%



Thank You.


